MEETING NOTES

SUBJECT: Ocean View Branch Library Community Storytime Meeting
MEETING: March 12, 2019, 1:00PM
NOTES: March 18, 2019
LOCATION: Minnie Lovie Ward Recreation Center

AGENDA
- Welcome by Library’s Acting South East District Manager, Ramses Escobedo
- Project Need and Guiding Principles by Public Works Architect, Andy Sohn

Translation into Cantonese: Yuen Chan, SFPL & Helen Ng, SFPL

ATTENDEES: 15

TUESDAY 3/12/19 MEETING – 11:00AM

DISCUSSION:
What do you like about the Ocean View Library?
- Children can learn from the storytime and teachers
- Puzzles, toys and hands-on learning
- The “teachers” (librarians)
- It’s close to home
- Music and singing; more music!
- Love summer programs
- Petting zoo
- Programs with the National Park

What else would you like to see at your library?
- More and new events for children
- Provide both English and Chinese language librarians
- Programming for older children

What do other libraries do that we should do?
- Mission Branch has two storytimes; more storytime; storytime every day
- Other libraries have better program rooms. Our program room is too small.

What do you think of the collections, materials, and online resources?
- Enough for me
- Pick up holds is convenient
- Spanish collection is too small – no comparison to English
- Please make Spanish language collection the same size as English
Do you have other feedback to share?
• Move closer to Minnie Lovie because we love the proximity to playground!